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• Reunion! Reunion!  Read All About It!!      
* June 17-20, 2021 *

• More News from Our Classmates
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• Bartlett Tower Society

• Quarantine Cooking

• Class Dues (please pay now)

• In Memoriam

• What Are You Streaming?

• Our Class Officers & News from our Class 
Officers

Dartmouth’s Covid-19 site: 
https://news.dartmouth.edu/covid-19/covid-19-coronavirus-information  

Dartmouth Virtual Zoom Backgrounds  
https://www.library.dartmouth.edu/library-zoom-backgrounds 

On-line classes 
that Alumni can take  

https://home.dartmouth.edu/education/lifelong-learning 

In the midst of one of the most substantial shifts we’ve 
likely ever experienced in our lifetimes — and in many 
cases, one of the most challenging — we are deeply 
grateful to those of you who took the time to share your 
experiences with all of us.  Thank you to our classmates 
who are teachers, priests, life coaches, doctors, nurses, 
public health professionals, researchers, consultants, 
lawyers, mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters, sons 
and daughters, and more.  If we missed you, please write 
and we’d love to share your story in our winter issue.

Be safe.  Be well.  And please stay in touch.

Lisa and Margaret

   “There are times to stay put, and what you want will come to you,
   and there are times to go out into the world and find such a thing for
   yourself.” 

― Lemony Snicket, Horseradish

   "There is some good in this world, and it’s worth fighting for.”
― J.R.R. Tolkien

https://news.dartmouth.edu/covid-19/covid-19-coronavirus-information
https://www.library.dartmouth.edu/library-zoom-backgrounds
https://home.dartmouth.edu/education/lifelong-learning
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We've had almost three weeks of training and a new superintendent who is organized and on the ball.  I felt so 
much more confident until today, when overloaded tech systems refused to cooperate.  My grid on Google Meet 
wouldn’t work, and then half the students couldn’t even see the screen.  Meet refused to present anything other 
than a Chrome window, and students kept freezing.  Fortunately, our county has developed a hybrid system, so I 
will see them all in person tomorrow or Friday.

Teachers and districts have been working so hard to reach their students.  I’m proud to say our district provided 
meals all through the shut down and has figured out new protocols to serve meals to in-school and home students 
this year.  The hybrid system they have developed will allow us to see students in person and virtually.  A great 
compromise!  Except for one unforeseen difficulty:  learning is no longer strictly sequential.  After all the years I’ve 
taught, I’ve learned to be flexible and creative, adaptable and open.  This new schedule has really hurt my brain.  
Currently, half the students come on Monday and Thursday, the other half on Tuesday and Friday.  Yet students 
are expected to complete work during their at-home days.  That means you can’t premise work at home on work 
done in class.  For a teacher, when everything we do is dependent on what we did last, it’s a real brain teaser.  It’s 
funny that, out of all the changes, protocols, etc we’ve had to put in place, adjusting my teaching to this schedule 
has been the hardest thing of all.

In addition, I’m immunosuppressed.  So here I am, struggling with technology, changes in structure, countless new 
protocols, and bureaucracy.  And fear.  Yesterday, seeing my students for the first time:  it was all worth it!  So 
here’s a shout-out to all teachers…. If a 57-year-old immunosuppressed tech idiot can do this, so can you.  Our 
students need us. I’d also like to commend families for supporting their teenagers through this trying period.  I 
have been awed by your commitment and determination countless times.  Please know that we see you and 
appreciate you!  I grieve for states still in the throes of infection and I hope for a vaccine.  Stay safe out there 
everyone!

News from our classmates…

Laura Allyn ’85 writes… 

Health and FCS Teacher, Burlington 
High School (Burlington, VT)
Hi all, I thought I would say hi from Vermont 
where we have decided to open our 
schools - from colleges all the way down to 
daycares.  I’ve been a Health and FCS 
teacher at Burlington High School since 
1993, and have been a part of a district that 
has grown to include over 40% students 
who speak another language at home.  I 
love it!  When we went virtual in March, it 
was a disaster.  Students crashed and 
burned or ghosted completely.  Only about 
30% were able to handle the situation well 
enough to complete a standard work load.  
We’ve been working on creating 
independent learners, but expecting 
teenagers to work at home on their own 
with their families at home too was a huge 
ask.  I was so disheartened to watch this 
slow-rolling disaster unfold.  However, 
closing schools depressed our infection 
rates so well that we are able to partially 
open this fall.  

Laura Allyn ’85 and her 
virtual classroom.  She is 
teaching entirely from 
home now, since the air 
testing they did in early 
September  discovered 
high levels of PCBs.  These 
poor old schools…

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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French Teacher, International School of Latvia (Pinki, Latvia)
Happy to share a little bit about our adventure…. I am in survival mode now, so not able to put together a 
proper story.  (There's so much to learn and do as I settle into a new school, a new system (IB), and a new 
country - with its Latvian & Russian languages and cultures.  It's stimulating and interesting, but a bit 
overwhelming.)  In a nutshell, since last Fall 2019, we had arrived at "empty nestdom” and we’d decided to 
seek a new challenge.  I applied for jobs (French, Spanish, English, Administration) at international schools 
around the world.  I had offers in Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and Europe.  After considering various 
options, I accepted a French position at the International School of Latvia.  Then Covid struck and our 
three twenty-somethings came home:  from NYC, France, and college.  We hung out together til June, 
when Jeff and I left the three at home with our furry friends (our two dogs and Clio's cat).  After two weeks 
of quarantine in Latvia, Jeff and I set off on bicycle to explore Latvia in the Zemgale region (just south of 
Riga) - and learned a lot about what to expect and not expect from Latvian roads.  What to expect:  deep 
sand on forest paths.  What not to expect:  a break-down lane on freeways.  We had fabulous beer and 
food at Zoltners (https://zoltners.lv/lv/stasts/).  And an interesting experience (in the most pleasant of ways) 
at the Mezotne Palace https://www.latvia.travel/en/sight/mezotne-palace.  It was so odd to be on vacation, 
mask-free, in a place where Covid doesn't seem (yet) to have happened.  To be fair, Latvia completely shut 
down its borders early and closed down schools and businesses.  I've signed a two-year contract, so we'll 
see how it goes.  In addition to teaching, I'm coaching XC and we're preparing for the Riga Marathon in 
October (but the 5K or 10K options).  Meanwhile, two of our three kids have left the nest:  the eldest to 
return to Manhattan (where she's doing a theater internship, while teaching remotely and finishing up her 
dissertation in English Lit and Renaissance studies);  the middle one to Austin, Texas (to work with French-
speaking asylum seekers through AmeriCorps);  and the baby is finishing up her last semester at Yale from 
her bedroom in Hanover.

Maureen Ward Doyle ’85 writes… 

Bob Giugliano ’85 writes… Physician, Cardiovascular Medicine (Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital) and Professor of Medicine 
(Harvard Medical School)
April 2020 – Insider View From Boston in the Midst 
of the Pandemic
Each spring we receive our assignments on the 
inpatient services within our cardiovascular division for 
the upcoming academic year that begins in July. I 
consider myself lucky that, at this stage of my career, 
for only 6 weeks per year do I now serve as the 
cardiologist leading the grueling inpatient 
cardiovascular intensive care unit team.  This allows 
me to spend more of my time seeing patients in the 
office, writing, teaching, and lecturing.  So when I 
received my schedule for 2019-20, while I wasn’t 
thrilled about having to cover Christmas and New 
Year, I didn’t give the 2 weeks I was scheduled in April 
2020 a second thought. With the 4 kids all away from 
home, Kathy and I had more flexibility planning our 
travel and vacation schedules, since we were no 
longer restricted by school break, high school sport 
schedules, or other activities our kids had planned.

https://zoltners.lv/lv/stasts/?fbclid=IwAR03riFIhHuNPz0QsMAcsYwQzxaRWFv-krWb05McH3wcaRJh42drUL3V32Y
https://www.latvia.travel/en/sight/mezotne-palace?fbclid=IwAR03riFIhHuNPz0QsMAcsYwQzxaRWFv-krWb05McH3wcaRJh42drUL3V32Y
http://www.dartmouth85.com
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But by February 2020, those two upcoming weeks on service in April took on a different meaning.  
Having learned from colleagues abroad and in New York City, we had time to prepare for many 
aspects of the wave of COVID-19 patients that were expected.  We had enough personal protective 
gear, plans were set to reassign beds, and staffing was tripled to accommodate for many more 
patients needing ICU-level care, elective procedures and travel plans were cancelled, etc.  Realizing 
that I would be exposed on a daily basis to very ill patients with active infection, I made 
arrangements to hunker down at a friend’s empty condo for up to three months, since there are only 
seven of us who staff the CCU and it wasn’t clear how many weeks I’d be needed.  I also didn’t 
want to bring home the virus to the family, which now included both boys, who had returned to 
quarantine at home (college, research labs were closed).

Those who have experienced the ravages of COVID-19 personally (through friends or family) or 
who are in the healthcare field won’t be surprised by my experience.  But for those of you who 
wonder if it has been “over-hyped,” or isn’t as bad as reported in the news, do be forewarned.  From 
the moment I stepped into the hospital to start my first day, the sight was surreal:  floor after floor full 
of patients critically ill on ventilators, all employees hidden behind protective gear to the point that I 
had a hard time identifying even my close colleagues, the constant noise and tension with multiple 
“code blue” calls indicating yet another cardio-pulmonary arrest, entire teams rushing about in full 
spacesuit gear to perform intubations and emergency resuscitation. Training and experience can 
help pull one through tough days, but that wasn’t the worst of it.  To minimize spreading the virus 
from patients to staff, and between patients, families were only able to visit, at times, just prior to 
death — and then it was only one visitor at a time.  Most of the most seriously affected patients 
were elderly, and it was just heartbreaking to see patients struggling alone, which in some instances 
resulted in some of the most senior nurses I work with breaking down, while younger hospital staff 
were left bewildered, with a deer-in-the-headlights look.  Then (to make it even more personal), as I 
was coming to the end of my rotation, I received a call that my mom was suddenly ill and was not 
going to make it.  While she had struggled with dementia for years, not being able to see her and to 
say goodbye made me understand how difficult it had to be for those families.  It sounds trite, but 
even as death is inevitable, what we all thought we might hope for would be to die with dignity — 
and with loved ones nearby.  COVID-19 has made that difficult and, at times, impossible.  Yes, there 
were some dramatic “saves” – patients who remained in ICU for over a month who finally made it 
out with lots of fanfare (discharge “parades,” local TV and newspaper coverage, many thank-you 
notes).  But for too many patients and families, it wasn’t a happy ending.  Believe me, when your 
time comes, FaceTime and Zoom just don’t cut it.

I feel the need to share some practical advice, given my first-hand experience.  Yes, COVID-19 is 
real, it is serious, and everyone should be careful to avoid exposure and transmission.  Although the 
older population was hardest hit, I don’t want to leave you with the misimpression that the disease 
can’t affect all age groups.  We saw plenty of patients under age 60, including some in their 20s, 
requiring the ICU, ventilators, and full life support;  not all of them made it out alive.  Across the 
street at the Children’s Hospital, there were empty beds (in fact, they were on the list of overflow 
beds for us), but they, too, had young children with a severe inflammatory response, who became 
severely ill and would have lifelong damage to vital organs.

While I enjoy catching up with classmates, please do me a favor:  wear a mask, keep social 
distance, and stay home if you are not feeling well.  Get your influenza vaccine this fall, and 
hopefully we will have one for COVID soon.  And, in case you’re wondering, I’m on service next in 
late November – please do what you can to stay out of my CCU!

Bob Giugliano ’85  (continued)

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Valerie Hartman ’85 writes… Coach, National Speaker, Connector - Shift Into Fifth
I wrote a series of Covid-19 Care Correspondence letters for my 
coaching community and friends last spring and early summer.  
As I shared there, I ended up quite unexpectedly in Arizona as 
the US shut down.  Initially there with my daughter for the 
beginning of her spring break in early March, after putting her on 
a plane to reconnect with her Dad and brothers for part two of 
her spring break, I stayed on for a few days with my stepmom.  I 
was scheduled to leave mid-March, so that her family could 
come and spend time with her… but then everything started to 
shut down.  Her family cancelled flights and travel plans, as they 
were afraid to bring Covid-19 to her.  I planned to take her back 
East to settle her back in her home in New York, when doctors 
told me unequivocally that she was too vulnerable to the virus to 
fly.  And so I stayed for what I thought would be a week or two…  
It ended up that we sheltered in place together in the desert for 
almost 4 months.
As I wrote in my Covid-19 Care Correspondence emails / blog 
posts, what started out as a shock (being so far away from my 
three children, who ended up sheltering in place together with 
their Dad and stepmom in Atlanta — even while they finished up 
and graduated from a 5th Year Engineering Program at Thayer, 
college, and high school on-line via Zoom, respectively) turned

out to be a most magical experience in the desert.  Having never experienced spring in the Southwest, I had 
no idea what I was in for.  Watching the cacti literally explode with color on a daily basis - and the birth of 
wildlife I had never seen before (bobcats, javelinas, snakes, tarantulas, and all sorts of birds) - was simply 
remarkable. I was able to continue my coaching practice from the desert (north of Scottsdale on the way up 
to Sedona), and I felt more committed than ever to supporting my clients and others through this most 
challenging time. Through these weekly Covid-19 Care Correspondences, I shared my experiences, lessons 
learned, and take-aways, cartoons/memes, mindfulness/meditation resources from various sources, and 
photos of the magical desert spring unfolding. Here is the link to my blog and these posts (18 in total): https://
www.shiftintofifth.com/blog.
My mission continues to be helping to accelerate and support positive and purposeful change.  Have never 
felt more committed to my mission as I do now during this pandemic. In addition to connecting with nature 
and mindfulness / meditation in order to keep my sanity and strengthen my mindset during this pandemic, I 
redoubled my commitment to running / walking. Having done my first marathon back in November of 2018 
(see pic above:  me at 55 at the NYC Marathon), I have found such comfort and pleasure in running. It helps 
to metabolize my nerves, it lets me explore new vistas, and it keeps my body and mind sound and healthy. 
As the pandemic wears on, I have now focused my attention upon virtual road races. The disappointment of 
races cancelled this spring, summer, and fall has been tough. But creative minds have figured out how to 
organize and run races “virtually." True, we are not racing together, and we are therefore missing out on the 
connections and creation of energy that takes place in person. BUT:  knowing that we are all still running and 
racing from different places around the globe on the same day(s) is somehow strangely comforting.
Because I can run these races anywhere that I choose (and just upload the results), I have been able to 
participate in races that I have wanted to be a part of, but felt were too difficult, or too costly to attend back-
to-back. Sharing pictures and stories of these races via social media helps me feel connected to a broader 
community. These virtual races allow me to have a focus and a goal (which really helps me) and, in many 
cases, gives me an opportunity to raise money and awareness for many causes near and dear to my heart. 
(From now through the end of 2020, I plan to run a marathon, two half marathons, two 10Ks and a 5K — so 
excited!)
Hoping you all stay strong / safe / healthy. 

http://www.dartmouth85.com
https://www.shiftintofifth.com/blog
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Rich Lindahl ’85 writes…

Valerie Hartman ’85 (continued) 

P.S.  I am running seven virtual races between now and December, in support of two remarkable organizations.  If 
you would like to support them, too (and to support me and my runs), the websites are:

Fair Fight Georgia
https://fairfight.com/fair-fight-2020/
-founded by Stacey Abrams to promote fair elections throughout the country (which includes educating voters on their voting 
rights, encouraging all voters to engage in voting, fighting voter suppression, and making sure that every vote is counted)
St. Jude’s Children’s Research Hospital
https://fundraising.stjude.org/site/TR/Heroes/Heroes?px=6026241&pg=personal&fr_id=121077 
-founded in 1962 to focus on children’s catastrophic diseases, particularly leukemia and other pediatric cancers

Arizona desert blooms…

CFO, Emergent BioSolutions, Inc.
To state the obvious, 2020 will never be one of those plain vanilla years that fades into a distant 
memory.  The global COVID-19 pandemic has been the dominant force in this tumultuous time, 
disrupting all our lives in one way or another.  My journey has wound from confusion and frustration to a 
purpose-driven march and on to some peace and self-actualization.  Here’s my story.

Oh, a storm is threat'ning
My very life today
If I don't get some shelter
Oh yeah, I'm gonna fade away

- Mick Jagger / Keith Richards

With these strangely prophetic words, now fifty years old, the Rolling Stones capture the feeling all of 
us share in this age of the coronavirus.  The pandemic cloud is indeed threatening on many levels, not 
the least of which is by the shadow of uncertainty it casts across our way of life.  We don’t know how 
long this storm will last, and we don’t know what societal changes will endure as a result.  Collectively, 
these ambiguities are raising our stress levels as we deal with concerns over our family’s health, our

http://www.dartmouth85.com
https://fairfight.com/fair-fight-2020/
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economic well-being, and even just plain old cabin fever.  We can’t make plans, and every week 
brings another canceled event or missed annual tradition.  The virus continues to wreak havoc 
across the world and we regularly experience the visceral fear and sadness brought on by job 
losses, infections and deaths.  And if that weren’t enough, the expanding political polarization and 
volatility of our time fans the fires of social unrest as we find ourselves unable to really listen and 
understand the diversity – and in too many cases injustice - of each other’s experience.  Which 
one of us hasn’t implored our higher power to make it stop? 
Against this backdrop, I have had the opportunity to focus my professional energy as part of a 
great team moving the needle in a more positive direction.  For the past 2 ½ years I’ve been the 
Chief Financial Officer of Emergent BioSolutions, Inc. which is a publicly-traded, global life 
sciences company whose mission is to protect and enhance life. Through our specialty products 
and contract development and manufacturing services, we are dedicated to providing solutions 
that address public health threats. We are a leading partner with the government in biodefense 
medical countermeasures including vaccines for Anthrax and Smallpox, a Botulism antitoxin, and 
a reactive skin decontamination lotion for chemical warfare agents. We lead on travel health, 
producing Typhoid and Cholera vaccines commonly administered to those traveling overseas. And 
we have NARCAN Nasal Spray, an FDA-approved emergency treatment for opioid overdoses.
Given our capabilities and experience, when the pandemic hit we were well-positioned to join the 
fight against COVID-19.  On the product side, we’re now in clinical trials for a Hyperimmune 
therapeutic as a potential treatment of COVID-19 in severe hospitalized and high-risk individuals, 
manufactured from plasma donated by recovered patients.
We also joined the U.S. government’s Operation Warp Speed in a landmark public-private 
partnership for COVID-19 vaccine development and manufacturing. This alliance expands an 
existing relationship with the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority 
(BARDA), part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to deploy our 
contract development and manufacturing (CDMO) capacities, capabilities, and expertise to 
support the U.S. government’s efforts to accelerate delivery of COVID-19 vaccines to the public.  
Under this effort, we are working with Johnson & Johnson, AstraZeneca, and others to produce up 
to hundreds of millions of vaccine doses.
The stakes are high and our employees have rallied to this challenge.  Our imperative is to apply 
the highest quality standards to our development and manufacturing activities and fully comply 
with all FDA requirements.  We also need to move with all deliberate speed to achieve our 
objectives.  Keeping employee safety front and center, we are split into both remote and on-site 
workers and have learned how to operate effectively in these less-than-ideal circumstances.  It’s 
been a pretty wild ride, and we are doing our part to deliver.  There are sure to be many more 
twists and turns along the way.  

Strangely enough, through all of this mental stress and professional engagement, this has also 
been a time of unexpected blessings for me.  The move to remote work offered me the opportunity 
to spend several months of this year operating out of the calming environment of my summer 
place on Martha’s Vineyard.  Additionally, as I suspect is the same for many of you, my wife and I 
have had extended periods of time with our adult children (in my case three daughters aged 22, 
25 and 27) that would not have occurred in a more normal environment.  (A friend of mine refers 
to this as “extra innings”).  And this prolonged period of working from home has led me to become 
better acquainted with my guitar… and even to form a virtual band with a few of my Bones Gate 
brothers.  Through the magic of technology, despite being located on opposite coasts, we’ve been 
able to record several cover tunes and share them just for fun with friends.

Rich Lindahl ’85 (continued)
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4eFwfEKpfxTvoqeua8IMjg?si=PvZhvJAKSnK3pg-kk4l_vQ

Thanks to Beth Hobbs ’85, who has 
created a Spotify Playlist which includes 
songs that came out during our four years on 
campus — a fun way to bring back some 
class memories and gear up for our 35th 
reunion!  Check it out via the link below 
and enjoy!.  (You can also find it and click on 
it on our newly redesigned class website.)

A soundtrack of our college years….

Returning to the pandemic, as of this writing no one knows exactly when or which vaccines will be 
available -  or what level of efficacy will be realized.  There will also need to be an ongoing educational 
effort to get the American people to fully embrace the solution.  And vaccines will not be the only answer, 
as therapeutic medicines will also be key, and it’s likely that some ongoing behavior modifications will 
persist.  The political climate is as rough as it’s ever been and the noise is really loud.  Nevertheless, 
government and industry are working collaboratively and intelligently to find a medical solution to 
COVID-19.  I’m privileged to be in the mix on this effort, and I’m confident that we’ll find our way through 
the storm to calmer waters ahead.

Rich Lindahl ’85 (continued)
 https://www.dartmouth85.com/

fall20

http://www.dartmouth85.com
https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
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Episcopal Priest, and History Teach at the Hopkins School (New Haven, CT)
Your invitation to share COVID stories was nice and broad.  It recognized the diverse levels of response and 
responsibility our classmates have no doubt experienced.  
I have no direct experience with the illness, but of course its impact has extended beyond the actual medical 
condition.  I am a teacher (at the Hopkins School in New Haven, CT).  My school went all virtual in March, and 
now we have reopened using a hybrid model where half of the students attend in person one week while the 
other participates via Zoom.  The following week the roles are switched.  How can I learn names when my 
students are wearing masks?  All of a sudden, simply being able to recognize someone and know their name 
has taken on greater importance, in addition to the greater difficulty of being able to do so. 
I am also an Episcopal priest, and my congregation has transitioned from only meeting by Zoom to worshipping 
outside now.  A parishioner's farm provides the space and the shade to do so.  But the weather is turning cooler, 
and soon we'll have to decide whether to try to worship in our sanctuary while doing our best to observe COVID 
protocols.  It looks like the Feast of St. Francis will be the day.  This is particularly suitable since it was Saint 
Francis who always reminded his monk brothers:  "So we begin again," each day.  The church has had to adapt 
to new ways and new understandings of community.  
As an individual, the pandemic has been its own challenge.  I am not a very gregarious person to begin with, so 
the isolation is not as difficult as it may be for others.  But the quantity and scale of change has certainly raised 
my general anxiety a great deal.  Thankfully, I discovered bird watching.  On somewhat of a whim, I signed up 
for an online series of classes from Audubon about bird watching this spring.  It was while I was watching an 
Eastern kingbird tracking an insect over a pond that I finally realized that my breathing began to become more 
regular.  I was finally focused on something other than all the concerns piling up around me.
It's not just COVID.  It's race.  It's politics.  It's parenting.  There's just so much to get worked up about now.  I 
am thankful for those who remind me to focus on those things that are important and those things over which I

Thom Peters ’85 writes… 

A red-tailed hawk, common 
here in Connecticut.  But this 
one was particularly striking 

and willing to allow me to get 
pretty close.

Our first day worshipping at the farm. It started to rain. Fortunately, we were able to move 
into a greenhouse, and we worshipped among tomatoes and squash. Actually pretty neat.

Thom Peters ’85  officiating at the wedding of a 
school faculty colleague this summer.

have some influence.  
There is still much to 
be thankful for: 
friends and family, 
books and birds.  
God is good.

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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My dad lives in a wing of an assisted living devoted to geriatric psych issues.  We celebrated his 100th 
birthday in February and were lucky to get it in before the pandemic hit and his residence went on 
lockdown. We had to satisfy ourselves with leaving care packages on a table outside, and talking 
(shouting) to him through his open window on the second floor.  We are now able to have brief outdoor 
visits, but not sure what will happen when the weather turns cold again. It is tough to see someone live 
this long and end up enduring the pandemic and its constraints, but we are grateful that his residence has 
completely kept COVID out when so many assisted living and nursing homes were not able to do so.

Ellen Robbins ’85 writes…

Ellen Robbins ’85 and her daughter Elizabeth visiting Ellen’s dad (and Elizabeth’s grandfather)

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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ANNOUNCING…
our CLASS OF 1985

WEBSITE / NEWSLETTER PARTNERSHIP
Do you know that we have an award-winning Class of 1985 Digital Content Manager in classmate

Jeff Weitzman ’85?  Through him, the possibilities for what we can share with each other are endless!
Send us your videos and photos, add links, include music files and more

when you share your stories for the newsletter.
Jeff can feature expanded content on our website whenever our print newsletter cannot.

(Also remember to open our newsletter in the website to access electronic content
that cannot of course be “opened” in print). 

We are launching this partnership
with three of our newsletter columns in this issue:

…..more 30th reunion photos!
(and send us yours to add to our website’s “30th Reunion Gallery”)

….more quarantine recipes!
(and send us your family’s favorites)

…more video content about our classmates!
(watch Women of Dartmouth’s September 2020 entrepreneurship panel,

featuring Gayle Gilman ’85)
…cover tunes recorded/created by Rich Lindahl ’85 and his Bonesgate 

brothers’ bicoastal virtual band

If you missed our own Gayle Gilman ’85 (CEO, Snarled Entertainment) in 
“Real Talk: Women of Dartmouth Entrepreneurs,” VIEW IT NOW by opening 
this newsletter in our class website and clicking on the link below.  Gayle 
was part of a Women of Dartmouth panel of entrepreneurs on September 23, 
2020:  “Dartmouth women entrepreneurs who have been through it all — from 
funding to startup to operations and growth. The glory of victory and the agony 
of defeat!  They “got real” about being business owners, leaders, and 
philanthropists — and about the challenging work-life-play dynamics specific 
to entrepreneurship. They shared some of their best advice and hard lessons 
learned — along with some juicy mistakes. Your walkaway will be thoughtful 
considerations and inspiration.” 
This panel was a result of a collaboration between the Magnuson Center for Entrepreneurship and Women 
of Dartmouth for this year’s annual Fall Dartmouth Entrepreneurs Forum (DEF). 

 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a_FjM3e-r52NhnEtAIn5DWbsNO85lpFe/view 

www.dartmouth85.com
/fall20

www.dartmouth85.com/fall20

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a_FjM3e-r52NhnEtAIn5DWbsNO85lpFe/view
https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
http://www.dartmouth85.com
https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
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A message from your Head Agents:  Joe, Andy and Joe 

Given the ever-fluid environment these days, we wanted to share some updated informa7on 
regarding the Dartmouth College Fund landscape.  As you know, we con7nue to be commiBed 
to help with Dartmouth’s highest and most urgent priority – ensuring that Dartmouth can aBract 
the most talented students based on their abili7es—not their ability to pay.  

A recent Dartmouth survey of its Moosilauke Forum group indicated that 75% of alumni believe 
that financial aid is the area of the College they most want to support. 
 
The Dartmouth College Fund is the College's largest single source of student financial aid, and 
the best way that alumni can impact today's Dartmouth students.  Every dollar that is donated 
goes directly to assist students. 

And, the need is growing.  The number of the first-year students receiving scholarship support 
has grown by 2% over last year, while the average financial aid award for the Class of 2024 is up 
7%, to more than $60,000, in a year-to-year comparison. Approximately 22% of the current first-
year students come from families earning $100,000 or less a year, meaning they're receiving full-
tui7on scholarships, up from 20% for the Class of 2023. 

For our 30th Reunion, Head Agents Gaby Guise and Joe McGee coordinated our DCF fundraising 
efforts and together we raised more than we had ever raised before -- over $4.7 million!  

For our 35th, we have set our second highest goal ever -- $3.5 million with 35% of our ’85 
classmates par7cipa7ng. 

Every dona7on is important. Together, we hope to raise enough to fully support 70 students. 
Your gi] helps pay for a student’s direct and indirect expenses including tui7on, fees, food, 
housing, books, travel and supplies. 

We have a great team of Agents and we are happy to provide any informa7on that will help you 
make a Reunion giving decision. 

Joe McGee  joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com 

Andy Ford  andyf@hanoverpartners.com 

Joe Niehaus  jniehaus@housatonicpartners.com 

Dartmouth

mailto:joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com
mailto:andyf@hanoverpartners.com
mailto:jniehaus@housatonicpartners.com
http://www.dartmouth85.com
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35th 
Reunion 
 News 

Your 35th Reunion Committee: 
Beth Parish - Reunion Chair

Jeff Weitzman - Digital Content Manager

   Todd Cranford Margaret Marder
   Ron DenBroeder Claudia Broeker Egger
   Dave Etz Joe Riley
   Lisa Herrington Bill Tyree
   Shelley Leavitt Nadel Herb Philpott
   Marcy Marceau

OVERDRIVE

Class of ’85
in

Dartmouth
35th Reunion

June 17-20, 2021
35

SPEED
LIMIT

REUNION ZONE

WHEN CLASSMATES

ARE PRESENT

Dartmouth’s 
Alumni 

Directory

SAVE THE DATE: 
June 17-20, 2021 
(Thursday-Sunday)

Don’t miss out on any Reunion News 
Go to alumni.dartmouth.edu and search “Update 
Your Information”

- then click “See Your Profile” (there is a link just below it to 
get your Dartmouth NetID if you don’t know it)

- log in using your NetID and password

- click “My Profile”

- at the bottom of the page, there is a box entitled 
“Subscription Management”

- click the green “Edit” button on right side of the box

- scroll (where scrollable) to “Dartmouth Class of 
1985” (from “Alumni Relations”)

- check yes to all emails from Dartmouth Class of 1985 and 
click “save”!!

Get in on the storytelling
at one of our “People Who’ve Done 

Fun Things” sessions.
This will be fun, we guarantee.  

Classmates with an entertaining, 
exciting, and/or inspirational 

anecdote to share should email or 
call Ron DenBroeder, 

ronden63@gmail.com / 
484-994-1033 to get on the list.

double-check 
the email 

address and 
preferences 

you’ve selected 
for yourself

http://alumni.dartmouth.edu
http://www.dartmouth85.com
mailto:ronden63@gmail.com
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Dear Classmates -


We hope this newsletter finds you happy, healthy, and optimistic about the year to come — 
if for no other reason than 2021 brings our 35th Reunion!  These past months we’ve faced 
challenges and fears, but we hope they’ve also been an opportunity to reach out and 
reaffirm old friendships and connections.  Many of us have been on video calls with 
classmates whose friendship (let’s face it) we had maybe taken a little bit for granted.  The 
world may never be quite the same for us after this pandemic, but hopefully it became, in 
some ways, a little bit closer — even as we were forced apart. 


What better way to recognize that spending time with old friends and familiar faces is an 
essential part of our lives than to plan to join us (along with the Classes of 1986 and 1987) 
June 17-21, 2021, in Hanover, for our 35th Reunion?  True, there is still some uncertainty 
about what our world will look like next June, but your Reunion Committee has been going 
full speed since last spring planning a fantastic reunion experience, whatever may come. 
Full speed, is, in fact, the theme of our 35th:  Class of ’85 in Overdrive.  We’re in our prime, 
friends, and we’re firing on all cylinders (spinning on all coils for you electric car drivers) at 
work, at play, and in our communities. Whatever gets your motor humming, you and the 
members of the great Class of 1985 are going for it.  So put Hanover, NH in your nav 
systems and head back to campus for the celebration


We are planning a spectacular three days to feed your head, your heart, and your tummy 
like never before. We’re planning panels and storytelling sessions with classmates, 
alongside a full slate of interesting lectures led by Dartmouth professors;  entertainment 
ranging from big all-class parties on the Green to late-night tunes and quiet conversations 
at our Class tent;  and gourmet meals catered by our own Marcy Marceau ’85.  Of course, 
there will be time to visit with your old academic departments, teams, clubs, Greek 
organizations, and more, as well as tour a campus that has changed quite a lot since our 
days on the Hanover Plain.


You’ll get all the details as we get closer to June, but our communications will often be via 
email, so please update your contact information by visiting https://alumni.dartmouth.edu/ 
update-your-information. Stay on top of all the reunion news through our website https:// 
www.dartmouth85.com. Now get it in gear and start reaching out to your classmates and 
commit to meeting them at reunion!


Beth Parish ’85 
Class of 1985 Reunion Chair


    Send us your ideas!! 
    email:  reunion@dartmouth85.com

CLASS OF ’85 IN OVERDRIVE

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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   Join us for a trip down memory lane as we look back on the fun we had at our 
   Dartmouth Class of 1985 30th reunion 

      (thank you Janet Warren and Beth Hobbs ’85 for these photos!) 

CAN’T  WAIT  FOR  OUR 35TH!! — June 17-21, 2021

More 30th reunion pictures are on our website  
- send us yours! www.dartmouth85.com

/fall20

https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
http://www.dartmouth85.com
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More news from our classmates…

Katie Leede ’85 

Congratulations to Katie on her latest venture!  Follow her on instagram @katieleedeandco and 
@katie.leede, and stop by if you are in Sag Harbor (shared with permission)

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Anne Schonfield ’85 
(Schonfield Consulting / Berkeley, CA )
Mentoring Dartmouth Students
In late 2019, I replied to an email from Dartmouth Class of 85 to help mentor student interns in the 
Dartmouth Partners in Community Service (DPCS) Winter 2020 program.  Since I’ve done almost nothing 
to support Dartmouth students recently, I thought I’d give it a try.  Little did I know that this would be the 
start of a great experience mentoring 3 consecutive Dartmouth students in 2020!
I started mentoring Chris Jun (Dartmouth sophomore), who worked with a refugee agency in Sacramento, 
CA.  I spoke to Chris weekly by phone and learned about his amazing work in the internship — picking up 
newly arrived refugees at the airport, helping them get settled, driving them to appointment, moving 
furniture (!) — and then was able to host Chris for a weekend at my house in Berkeley CA in February (a 
few weeks before “shelter in place” started in California!), where we went for a hike in the Redwoods and 
on other fun outings.  It was wonderful to get to know Chris and support him in a small way. 

Anne Schonfield ’85 and one of her three mentees, 
Chris Jun ’22, on a hike in pre-Covid times

DPCS Mentors from the Class of 1985
Spring and Summer 2020
Grateful to three fellow 85s who offered (and were selected) to mentor current Dartmouth 
students interning through DPCS / Dartmouth Partners in Community Service (one of our 
Class Projects).  DPCS interns work for non-profits around the country, and they depend on 
our Class Projects donations for support.  Mentorships by Dartmouth alums add 
substantially to their experience.  Thank you Anne Schonfield ’85, Sue Finegan ’85, and 
Ted Meisel ’85.  And special thanks to Anne and Sue for reflecting upon their experiences, 

Apparently, Chris “talked up” the internship and 
mentorship to other students, and I was able to mentor 
a second student (Marc Novicoff, class of 2022) at his 
internship with International Rescue Committee in 
Sacramento, CA.  Marc started his internship in April 
2020, so unfortunately he worked remotely and I never 
got to meet Marc in person.  But we still spoke by 
phone/zoom every other week and I learned about 
Marc’s work with IRC and his plans for the future.  
In Summer 2020, I mentored my third Dartmouth 
student — Luis Flores (class of 2021), who worked 
remotely with Compass Family Services, an 
organization serving homeless families in San 
Francisco.  It was amazing to get to know Luis during 
our weekly calls — he’s talented, engaging, very 
dedicated to community service and already has great 
experience. 
If anyone is looking for ways to engage with and 
support current Dartmouth students, I highly 
recommend the DPCS mentoring program.  It’s easy 
to do — I spoke to most of my mentees while I was 
having lunch on Fridays! — and very rewarding to see 
what Dartmouth students are “up to” and support them 
in a small way.  Please join me!

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Sue Finegan ’85 

DPCS Mentors from the Class of 1985

(Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and Popeo, P.C. / Boston, MA)
I was so fortunate to get to know an amazing ’22, Dhwani Kharel, this summer as part of the DPCS 
mentorship program.  Dhwani interned this summer at the Brookings, South Dakota United Way.   As 
part of her internship, she analyzed data and did research  for local organizations that were funded by 
the United Way, such as the Brookings Domestic Abuse Shelter. Dhwani hopes to attend law school or 
graduate school in public policy and hopefully work in public interest law.  Through this experience, I 
was also able to connect her to some amazing alumnae who are also practicing in public interest law. 
Dhwani was a kindred spirit for me in that she is interested in pursuing many of the issues that I have 
pursued throughout my legal career, such as gender violence and immigration.
In addition to learning about her internship, it was also great to hear about her experiences at 
Dartmouth during this very strange, remote, COVID-19 world – as in:  1) how do you retain the sense 
of Dartmouth community when you are all around the globe living at home and taking classes remotely 
(answer:  you rent a house with friends on the Cape this fall);  2) how do you have anything to wear 
when all your clothes are in storage at Dartmouth from the time you left and Dartmouth shut down 
unexpectedly (answer:  you have to wear your clothes from high school and hope it doesn’t get cold 
enough to require a winter coat), and 3) how do you keep your important extracurriculars moving 
forward, such as work for sexual assault prevention (answer:  you keep meeting, on zoom).
It was such a pleasure to get to know Dhwani and I look forward to meeting her in person, when we 
can, in the future!

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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What are you reading? 
Are you finally reading up on a subject that has always 
intrigued you?  Care to share your book club’s latest selection?
Send us your recommendations to share with our classmates!  
Title and author - and a few words about why you’d 
recommend it.
Good friends, good books, and a sleepy conscience:
this is the ideal life.   -Mark Twain

The Mann Booker Prize
The 2020 shortlist is:

Diane Cook (USA), The New Wilderness (Oneworld Publications)
Tsitsi Dangarembga (Zimbabwe), This Mournable Body (Faber & Faber)
Avni Doshi (USA), Burnt Sugar (Hamish Hamilton, Penguin Random House)
Maaza Mengiste (Ethiopia/USA), The Shadow King (Canongate Books)
Douglas Stuart (Scotland/USA), Shuggie Bain (Picador, Pan Macmillan)
Brandon Taylor (USA), Real Life (Originals, Daunt Books Publishing)       

The National Book Award
The 2020 finalists for Fiction are:

Rumaan Alam, Leave the World Behind (Ecco / HarperCollins Publishers)
 

Lydia Millet, A Children’s Bible (W. W. Norton & Company)
 

Deesha Philyaw, The Secret Lives of Church Ladies (West Virginia University Press)
 

Douglas Stuart, Shuggie Bain  (Grove Press / Grove Atlantic)
 

Charles Yu, Interior Chinatown  (Pantheon Books / Penguin Random House) 

Pulitzer Prizes 
The 2020 finalists for Fiction are:

The Nickel Boys, by Colson Whitehead (Doubleday) *winner
The Dutch House, by Ann Patchett (Harper)
The Topeka School, by Ben Lerner (Farrar, Straus and Giroux)

https://www.nationalbook.org/books/leave-the-world-behind/
https://www.nationalbook.org/books/a-childrens-bible/
https://www.nationalbook.org/books/the-secret-lives-of-church-ladies/
https://www.nationalbook.org/books/shuggie-bain/
https://www.nationalbook.org/books/interior-chinatown/
https://www.pulitzer.org/winners/colson-whitehead-0
https://www.pulitzer.org/finalists/ann-patchett
https://www.pulitzer.org/finalists/ben-lerner
http://www.dartmouth85.com
https://thebookerprizes.com/author/diane-cook
https://thebookerprizes.com/books/new-wilderness-by
https://thebookerprizes.com/author/tsitsi-dangarembga
https://thebookerprizes.com/books/mournable-body-by
https://thebookerprizes.com/author/avni-doshi
https://thebookerprizes.com/books/burnt-sugar-by
https://thebookerprizes.com/author/maaza-mengiste
https://thebookerprizes.com/books/shadow-king-by
https://thebookerprizes.com/author/douglas-stuart
https://thebookerprizes.com/books/shuggie-bain-by
https://thebookerprizes.com/author/brandon-taylor
https://thebookerprizes.com/books/real-life-by
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As part of Dartmouth’s The Call to Lead Campaign, legacy 
gifts count!  While Dartmouth elevates its ambitions to 
make a lasting, positive impact on the world, you may 

make a lasting, long-term impact on Dartmouth! 

(go to our Class of 85 website www.dartmouth85.com to see how easy it is to join 
the Bartlett Tower Society by including Dartmouth in your estate plans.) 

Lead by example!  Join your fellow Class of 1985 
Bartlett Tower Society members: 

James C. Alex*      Beth Gilman Hobbs and Bill Hobbs 
Holly Andersen and Douglas Hirsch     Merrick R. Kleeman 
Pamela Lower Bass and Barry Bass    James M. Laden 
Eamonn F. Brady       Aloke K. Mandal    
Lorenzo A. Chambers       Linda Cooper Marshall 
Todd L. Cranford       Edward L. Pascoe 
Jennifer and Thomas R. Eldridge     Susan S. Reckford 
Michael W. Fadil       Lauren Sonstrom and David Rosen 
Keith T. Goggin     Rich Stoddart 
Kathleen Reilly Gross and Mark Gross    Daniel R. Studnicky 
Kate W. and Jonathan P. Grussing   Kathryn C. and William B. Tyree 
Valerie Hartman     Jeff Weitzman and Rachel Milliken-Weitzman 
Nancy C. and Paul S. Hill    Anonymous      
           * deceased 

Contact Beth Gilman Hobbs ’85 if you have any questions at hobbsnc@mac.com! 
______________________

The Bartlett Tower Society honors those who have made a bequest or planned gift commitment in support of the College.
Dartmouth is grateful to the Bartlett Tower Society, whose members have provided for her in their estate plans.

The Bartlett Tower Society

http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://www.dartmouth85.com
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When work travel ceased back in March, it created a lot of extra time for me to cook dinner every night 
for the family.  I’ve always loved to cook, and since I once again had a full house and a very appreciative 
audience, I went crazy preparing gourmet dinners every night.  Since everyone around me (virtually, of 
course) seemed constantly stressed out and unhappy, I decided to turn my dinners into a daily bit of fun 
on Facebook, “opened” Covid Kitchen, and posted pictures of each dinner along will silly Covid themed 
names for each dish.  I got so many positive responses that when the Sudbury Food Pantry announced 
that they were having difficulty meeting the Covid driven demand, I decided to turn Covid Kitchen into a 
fundraising platform, donating $1 for each “like” and offering to share recipes for anyone that was also 
willing to make a donation to their local food pantry, and managed to raise over $2000!  It was fun while it 
lasted, but when the cascade of bad events in the news started escalating later in the Spring, CK started 
to seem a bit too frivolous, so I shut it down. 

Karen Garbe Matjucha ’85

Karen Garbe Matjucha ’85’s 
children with their grandma

Quarantine Cooking

In other news, I just passed the 29 year mark with 
Deloitte Consulting, and am still loving it, although it feels 
very odd to be so far removed from my project teams for 
such an extended period of time.  My husband, Ippolit 
(Dartmouth Brown Program in Medicine ’87), has retired 
from the practice of medicine, and is trying to figure out 
what his next career might be.  Our daughter, Katerina, 
graduated from University of Washington, Seattle, in 
June with a degree in Environmental Sciences and 
Sustainable Agriculture.  She is currently an apprentice 
farmer at a local organic farm here in Massachusetts, 
and brings home tons of delicious vegetables for our 
gourmet dinners. Our older son, Ippolit, is on campus at 
Union College in Schenectady, NY for his freshman year, 
and thinks he wants to major in Biochemistry.  Timothy is 
a senior at Lincoln-Sudbury RHS in Sudbury, MA.  We’re 
not sure what next year will hold for him - possibly a gap 
year, given the difficulty of making college decisions 
when the campuses are closed for tours. 

Many of us are cooking at home these days more than 
ever before.  Delicious, relatively easy, fresh, healthy, 
and satisfying recipes are the holy grail.  Let’s share 
our best and favorites with one another!   Here are a 
few to get us started, via Karen Garbe Matjucha 
’85.  Read more below…

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Quarantine Cooking (continued)
  - a few to get you started
  - send us your family’s favorites

Sauté shrimp in lots of garlic butter and parsley.  Sear scallops on med high heat in 
butter, salt, and pepper 2 min per side or until nicely browned.  Chop up tomatoes 
and basil, toss in a balsamic vinaigrette, and top with shredded parm

!ere’s More
Online!

www.dartmouth85.com
/fall20

http://www.dartmouth85.com
https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
https://www.dartmouth85.com/fall20
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marder family stuffed acorn squash 
with barley 
1 acorn squash (1 1/2 lb), halved pole to pole and 
seeded
2 tbsp olive oil
Salt & pepper
1/4 cup pearl barley

1/2 fennel bulb, stalks discarded, bulb cored and 
chopped fine
1 shallot, minced
1/2 tsp ground coriander
1/4 tsp minced fresh thyme

2 tbsp minced fresh parsley
2 tbsp pine nuts, toasted
1 tbsp unsalted butter
balsamic vinegar

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Line baking sheet with foil 
and spray with vegetable oil.

Brush sides of squash with oil and salt and pepper and lay 
squash cut side down on sheet.  Roast for 45-55 minutes 
until tender.

Cook barley as directed and set aside.  Heat oil and sauté 
fennel & shallots until softened and slightly brown.  Add 
garlic and seasonings.  Add barley, 1/2 cup parmesan, 
parsley, pine nuts, and butter.  Season with salt and 
pepper..

Scoop out squash halves leaving 1/8-1/4 “ thickness in 
each.  Fold squash into barley mix and then scoop back 
into squash shells.  Sprinkle with remaining parmesan and 
bake in 450 degree oven 5-10 minutes.
Easy cheat:  use one of the rice/barley/quinoa mixes to 
shave steps off prep time.

herrington family lemon chicken rice soup 

1 leek (white part only), chopped
1 yellow onion, chopped
2 large boxes chicken stock (free range / organic)
3-4 boneless skinless chicken breasts
4 chicken thighs (with skin & bones)
1/2 - 3/4 cup rice
carrots, sliced rather thin
fresh dill, chopped
fresh lemon juice (1-3 lemons)

Saute chopped leek and chopped onion in olive oil with 
salt and pepper.  Add chicken stock, bring to a boil, and 
drop in chicken breasts and chicken thighs.  Cook 
thoroughly (about 20 minutes), then remove chicken.

Add rice and carrots to boiling stock.  Simmer for 20-25 
minutes.

Shred chicken breasts with a fork (save chicken thighs for 
another use) and add shredded chicken back into stock.

Add fresh dill and fresh lemon juice to taste.

more Quarantine Cooking recipes:

herrington family vinaigrette 

2 small-medium garlic cloves, minced
1/4 tsp salt
1 heaping tsp Maille dijon mustard
dash  or two Worcestershire sauce
lots of fresh ground pepper
1/4 or 1/3 cup red wine vinegar
3/4 or 1 cup  best quality extra virgin olive oil

Whisk all ingredients together to emulsify.
Toss with crisp & freshly washed & dried greens.  
Delicious with some high quality bleu cheese or 
parm.

Can substitute fresh lemon juice for some of the 
vinegar.  Or split red wine and tarragon vinegar.

Keeps (covered) in fridge for 1-2 weeks.

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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 In Memoriam… 
Jim Britton ’85 

Sarah Snyder Morris ’85 
Suzanne Powers ’85 

 The still north remembers them… 

mar-a-thon (noun): 

a running race of slightly over 26 miles 
(42.195 kilometers) 

Netflix, Amazon Prime, 
Hulu, HBO, HBO Max, 
Peacock, Disney (hey, 
there are some really 

good animal shows on 
there!), Acorn, Showtime, 
Pop, YouTube, Apple TV, 
Facebook TV… the list 

goes on and on… 

…but these days, “marathon" is 
more often used to describe the 
act of watching multiple 
episodes of a TV show in 
one sitting!

TELL US on our  Facebook Page ! 
(Dartmouth Class of 1985)

-which streaming 
service is your favorite? 
-and what should we 

watch next? 

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Class of 1985 Officers 

President 
Joe Riley – jriley851@gmail.com 

Immediate Past President 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Alumni Council Rep 
Jeff Weitzman – jeff@weitzman.net

Bereavement Chair 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Class Project Chairs  
Veronica Jenkins – jenkinsvnj@gmail.com 
Pam Ponce Johnson – poncejoh@yahoo.com 

Gift Planning Chair  
Beth Hobbs – hobbsnc@mac.com 

Head Agents 
Joe McGee – joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com 
Joe Niehaus - jniehaus@housatonicpartners.com 
Andy Ford - andyf@hanoverpartners.com

Mini-Reunion Chairs 
Todd Cranford – tlc31esq@yahoo.com 

Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

NYC Chair: Gary Ryan - minagary63@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editors 
Margaret Marder – mmarder0269@comcast.net 
Lisa Herrington – herringtonhome@gmail.com 

Secretaries 
Leslie Davis Dahl – dahlleslie@yahoo.com 
John MacManus – slampong@aol.com 

Treasurer 
David McIlwain – david.t.mcilwain@gmail.com 

Digital Content Manager
Jeff Weitzman – jeff@weitzman.net 

www.dartmouth85.com

News from our Class Officers…

Fellow ‘85s!   

What a privilege to share with you some insights from the 
early work underway by the Presiden<al Commission on 
Financial Aid (“PCFA”).  I have the honor of serving with my 
husband, Bob, as co-chairs of the PCFA alongside Julie and 
Dave McKenna from the Class of ’89. This is a recently 
formed ini7a7ve comprising 27 passionate and energized 
alums, parents, and spouses from a diverse cross-sec7on of 
backgrounds, spanning classes from the late ‘60s to 2006.  
We have been assembled by President Hanlon and his team 
with the mandate to re-examine the overarching 
commitment of the College to enhancing access and 
affordability to the Dartmouth experience.   

So, what, exactly, are we doing?  We are examining the 
innumerable ways that financial aid supports, fosters, and 
enhances the transforma7ve power of higher educa7on for 
all students at Dartmouth.  As so many of you know through 
your annual contribu7ons to the DCF, financial aid support is 
an immediately impacoul way of giving back to Dartmouth.  
Over 75% of alumni responding to surveys state that 
financial aid is the area they most want to support at 
Dartmouth – AND, overwhelmingly, alumni believe that 
suppor7ng low income background students is THE MOST 
compelling reason to support financial aid.  However, 
awareness of how financial aid works and its impact at 
Dartmouth is low.  And that needs to change. 
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Class Dues 
for the Dartmouth Class of 1985 

DUE EACH FALL 

PLEASE PAY YOUR DUES NOW 
(go to our class website www.dartmouth85.com) 

thank you!

By studying the full breadth of Dartmouth’s financial aid ini7a7ve – its goals, how it is funded, how it works, 
its impact on students and families, how current financial aid prac7ces can be enhanced, re-envisioning it 
for the future – the PCFA hopes to strengthen and expand alumni investment in financial aid.  Importantly, 
we need to highlight and reaffirm the long term power of endowed scholarships to sustain and secure this 
vital ini7a7ve now and for the future, while also iden7fying ways to improve and expand the scope of 
support provided.   

Financial aid has consistently been championed through the annual Dartmouth College Fund as well as in 
all campaigns for the College.  And the Call to Lead is no excep7on.  It has been a top priority from the 
outset when this campaign launched several years ago.  And that is why President Hanlon’s re-emphasis 
this past May on the financial aid objec7ves of the campaign – especially, securing the remaining $275 
million of endowed funds for financial aid — is such a compelling call to our community, par7cularly now.  
Because now, more than ever, in the face of such unprecedented and uncertain economic circumstances 
for so many families, this is mission cri7cal work.  I invite you to reach out to me and engage in a 
conversa7on to further your understanding of this ini7a7ve (dahlleslie@yahoo.com).  I hope you will 
consider this as an opportunity to stretch your talents and treasure in support of financial aid.  Make this 
your moment to ACT and answer The Call to Lead. 

Leslie Davis Dahl ’85
Co-Chair, Dartmouth Presidential Commission on Financial Aid 

  and C0-Class Secretary, Dartmouth Class of 1985

News from our Class Officers… (continued)

$50 (dues) 
+ $35 (class 

projects)  

=$85 
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Save the date… 
Dartmouth College Class of 1985 

35th Reunion 
June 17-20, 2021 (Thursday-Sunday) 

(clustered with the classes of 1986 and 1987)

Follow us: 

@dartmouth85

http://www.dartmouth85.com

